SCRATCH TIME MONDAY 9:30 AM

PROGRAM FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10, 2024  (DECLARE BY 9:00AM SATURDAY, APRIL 6, 2024)

1  Pace  FILLIES & MARES OPEN (POST POSITIONS MAY BE ASSIGNED)  $14,000
2  Pace  FILLIES & MARES NW $6,000 LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $17,500 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE
2  Pace  COND IN WNY OR NW LOWER CLASS IN WNY LAST ST AE: W/ BASE NW $2,500 IN WNY LAST ST (W/ 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL)  $9,000
3  Pace  FILLIES & MARES NW $4,000 LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $12,500 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE
3  Pace  COND IN WNY OR NW LOWER CLASS IN WNY LAST ST AE: W/ BASE NW $1,250 COND IN WNY LAST ST (W/ 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL)  $9,000
4  Pace  FILLIES & MARES NW $2,500 LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $8,000 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE
4  Pace  COND IN WNY OR NW LOWER CLASS IN WNY LAST ST AE: WINNERS 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL)  $7,400
5  Pace  HORSES & GELDINGS NW $2,500 LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $8,000 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE
5  Pace  COND IN WNY OR STARTERS LOWER CLASS IN WNY LAST ST (WINNERS 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL).)  $7,400
6  Pace  NW 3 (F&M 4) EXT PM RACES OR $20,000 (F&M $25,000) LT  $6,200
7  Pace  FILLIES & MARES NW $1,250 LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $5,500 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE
7  Pace  COND IN WNY LAST ST OR NW 2 EXT PM RACES LT (NW 1 INSIDE) (WINNERS 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL.)  $5,200
8  Pace  NW $1,250 LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $5,500 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE COND IN WNY
8  Pace  LAST ST OR NW 2 EXT PM RACES LT (NW 1 INSIDE) (WINNERS 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL.)  $5,000
9  Trot  NW $1,250 (F&M $1,500) LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $5,500 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE
9  Trot  COND IN WNY LAST ST OR NW 2 EXT PM RACES LT (NW 1 INSIDE) (WINNERS 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL.)  $5,000

SCRATCH TIME WEDNESDAY 9:30 AM

PROGRAM FOR FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 2024  (DECLARE BY 9:00AM TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 2024)

1  Pace  NW $2,500 LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $8,000 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE COND IN WNY
1  Pace  OR NW LOWER CLASS IN WNY LAST ST (WINNERS 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL.)  $7,400
2  Pace  NW $1,250 LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $5,500 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE COND IN WNY
2  Pace  LAST ST OR NW 2 EXT PM RACES LT (NW 1 INSIDE) (WINNERS 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL.)  $5,200
3  Pace  FILLIES & MARES NW $1,250 LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $5,500 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE
3  Pace  COND IN WNY LAST ST OR NW 2 EXT PM RACES LT (NW 1 INSIDE) (WINNERS 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL.)  $5,200
4  Pace  CLAIMING $5,000 FOR NW IN LAST 5 STS  $4,800
5  Trot  NW $4,000 (F&M $4,800) LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $12,500 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE
5  Trot  COND IN WNY OR STARTERS LOWER CLASS IN WNY LAST ST AE: W/ BASE NW $1,250
5  Trot  COND IN WNY LAST ST (W/ 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL)  $9,000
6  Trot  NW $2,500 (F&M $3,000) LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $8,000 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE
6  Trot  COND IN WNY OR NW LOWER CLASS IN WNY LAST ST (WINNERS 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL.)  $7,400
7  Trot  NW $1,250 (F&M $1,500) LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $5,500 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE
7  Trot  COND IN WNY LAST ST AE: NW 2 (F&M 3) EXT PM RACES LT (NW 1 INSIDE) (WINNERS 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL.)  $5,200

SCRATCH TIME THURSDAY 9:30 AM

PROGRAM FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 2024  (DECLARE BY 9:00AM WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10, 2024)

1  Pace  OPEN (POST POSITIONS MAY BE ASSIGNED)  $14,000
2  Pace  NW $8,000 LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $25,000 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE COND IN WNY
2  Pace  OR NW LOWER CLASS IN WNY LAST ST AE: W/ NW $4,000 BASE COND IN WNY LAST ST (W/ 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL)  $12,200
3  Pace  NW $6,000 LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $17,500 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE COND IN WNY
3  Pace  OR NW LOWER CLASS IN WNY LAST ST AE: W/ NW $2,500 BASE COND IN WNY LAST ST (W/ 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL)  $10,400
4  Pace  NW $4,000 LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $12,500 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE COND IN WNY
4  Pace  OR NW LOWER CLASS IN WNY LAST ST AE: W/ BASE NW $1,250 COND IN WNY LAST ST (W/ 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL)  $9,000
5  Pace  NW $2,500 LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $8,000 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE COND IN WNY
5  Pace  OR NW LOWER CLASS IN WNY LAST ST (WINNERS 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL.)  $7,400
6  Pace  NW $1,250 (F&M $1,500) LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $5,500 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE
6  Pace  COND IN WNY LAST ST OR NW 2 EXT PM RACES LT (NW 1 INSIDE) (WINNERS 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL.)  $5,200
7  Trot  OPEN (POST POSITIONS MAY BE ASSIGNED)  $14,000
8  Trot  NW $6,000 (F&M $7,200) LAST 4 STS OR OPT CL $17,500 AE: NOT 1ST OR 2ND THIS BASE
8  Trot  COND IN WNY OR NW LOWER CLASS IN WNY LAST ST AE: WINNERS NW $2,500 BASE
8  Trot  COND IN WNY LAST ST (W/ 2 OF LAST 3 THIS CLASS OR HIGHER INEL)  $10,400
**USTA ONLINE ENTRIES AVAILABLE THRU PATHWAY FOR ENTERING AT BUFFALO RACEWAY**

ANY HORSE CLAIMED AT BUFFALO RACEWAY MUST REMAIN 90 DAYS EVEN IF SOLD AFTER CLAIM!!!

*Qualifiers on Saturdays @ 4:30 PM. (Drawn Friday 10:00 AM)*

Pace: 2.04   Trot: 2.07

2 Yr Olds allowed 3 sec., 3 Yr Olds 1 sec.

**HORSES WILL BE ALLOWED 4 (3 YOs 5, 2 YOs UNLIMITED) TOTAL QUALIFIERS FOR RACE MEET.**

(Horses that qualify, and start at the meet, will receive 1 additional qualifying attempt)

Horses qualifying at Buffalo Raceway MUST make next start here or trainer will lose qualifying privileges.

**JUDGES need drivers & scratches for program by scratch time of each individual card. Call 716-649-1280 - ext: 6219**

**POST TIMES: Wednesday & Friday 2:30 PM Saturday 6:00 PM**

**ATTENTION RACE SHIP-INS & QUALIFIERS: Ship-In stalls on race nights & qualifiers will be assigned by the Race Office. You must use the assigned stalls that will be clearly listed by trainer on a bulletin board at both ends of E Barn. YOU MAY NOT USE ANY OTHER STALLS WITHOUT APPROVAL OF RACE OFFICE. In addition, if you have received approval to stable horses for the weekend in E Barn, you must clean the stalls before leaving.**

**DO NOT PARK IN FRONT OF RACE OFFICE. Spaces off to side are available.**

*For any barn repairs please call ext 6295, or talk to Jon Cramer ext 6200, or track crew directly.*

*Only certified checks, bank checks & money orders are accepted for claiming horses. (NO CASH).**

*Entries made by text or voicemail, will not be accepted.*

*Any entry may be disqualified or deemed non-competitive at the discretion of the racing secretary.**

**FILLIES & MARES ALLOWED 20% & ONE EXT PM WIN WHEN RACING WITH BOYS**

**NO DOUBLE DROPS UNLESS DONE SO BY THE RACE OFFICE**

*Horses entered in the wrong class, will not be moved unless needed.*

*Horses entered in an alternate event will only be moved to that event if needed.*

*Horses starting at Buffalo/Batavia, then shipping to another track to race, MUST race in at least the class they last started in WNY or higher on return.*

*Horses shipping from other tracks, may NOT drop in condition from last start. These horses may be moved or disqualified at the discretion of the racing secretary.*

*NO in to go horses will be allowed to re-enter, regardless of what class they are in to go.*

*Winners of money conditions last start MUST move up next start unless tagged, regardless of earnings Last 4.*

*Horses eligible to lower conditions, including lifetime wins, that are entered in higher conditions, will not have preference over horses who do not fit cheaper class, regardless if condition is changed to fill race.*

*Horses must be 1st or 2nd in a claimer to have preference in the next highest condition.*

*Wins for a purses of $2,000 or less, not considered a PM win.*

*NYS starting fees will be paid by association.*

*If you are stabled on the grounds (including permanent ship in stalls) you are expected to race here unless given permission by the race secretary. Failure to do so will result in stall revocation and/or horse(s) being excluded from racing at Buffalo.*

*Any horse scratched at Buffalo Raceway from post positions 7 or 8 may not enter for 7 days NOT INCLUDING scratch day.*

*A Horse STABLED on the grounds may not leave the grounds within 24 hours of race time.*

*If you are stabled on the grounds, YOU MUST make your own entries. If you aren't stabled on grounds, entries will be accepted ONLY from the trainer or owner of horse.*

*Attention all Trainers & Owners: Check your COGGINS dates & update if necessary. Your entries at Buffalo Raceway will be disqualified without current Coggins. Also, renew all CANADIAN ELIGIBILITIES. A current list of ALL horses is in the race office.**

**UPDATE YOUR USTA MEMBERSHIPS. ENTRIES/TRAINERS & DRIVERS WILL BE REFUSED**

Effective February 10, 2016 NYSGC will no longer conduct drug tests of claimed horses. You may at your own expense elect to have a state drug test on a horse you claim for a fee of $150. Payment must accompany or be included with claim payment. Fee is refundable if NYSGC selects the horse for usual post race testing. More details may be found at BuffaloRaceway.com

THANK YOU